Manufacturing Parts Solutions

What is the true cost to your organization for the time spent designing and procuring printed production parts, while ensuring agency compliance requirements are met and parts are available just-in-time? Probably more than you realize if you have multiple parts per product, unique material requirements and MRP (manufacturing requirements planning) scheduling deadlines. Do you have a plan to address the challenges you’re facing in a rapidly changing manufacturing environment?

Standard Register Industrial has such a plan for you, and it can all be found within our suite of Manufacturing Parts Solutions.

Eliminate Your Printed Production Parts Challenges

In addition to supplying functional and decorative labels and technical literature, the complete suite of Standard Register Industrial’s Manufacturing Parts Solutions provides so much more. They include a broad range of services to address your particular needs and changes within your manufacturing operation, such as:

- Supplier consolidation and cost reduction initiatives
- Acquisition management, including the accompanying administrative changes and supplier consolidation
- Gaining control of your supply chain
- The production of potentially hazardous or dangerous products and how to properly warn end users
- Resource shortages
- New product introductions and model changes, resulting in obsolete parts
- Management of multiple facilities, including those in Mexico
- The need for a partner who brings more to the table than printing alone

Is your manufacturing process efficient? Do you suffer from wasted efforts and processes that lead to increased costs?

Do your products and their printed production parts comply with all government and regulatory agency requirements? Are the correct materials being used to ensure permanence?

Is your product distinct? Does it stand out from the competition with the latest product decoration and branding options?

Standard Register Industrial’s Manufacturing Parts Solutions deliver these key attributes to your process and your products through:

**TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP REDUCTION**

- Administrative enhancements through the industry’s only technology platform designed to manage printed production parts
- Label re-engineering to ensure cost effective labels are designed while meeting or exceeding your performance and budgetary requirements
- Process improvements that reduce costs through kitting, parts consolidation and on-demand printing

**RESOURCES**

- Design services that work over multiple technical platforms to deliver full graphic capabilities and electronic cataloging for easy retrieval
- Compliance expertise that ensures your parts meet the appropriate standards required by ANSI, UL and CSA
- Translation services in over 30 languages to support the global needs of your business by accurately communicating vital information

**GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT**

- Technology that makes use of bilingual electronic parts catalogs, EDI ordering capabilities and just-in-time delivery
- An international footprint that enables the same level of support to all of your operations, no matter where they’re located
- MAP™ — Manufacturing Assessment for Printed Production Parts — which identifies cost reduction and process improvement opportunities

**Case in Point**

A global HVAC manufacturer has benefited from continuous process improvement and saved more than $7.4 million working with Standard Register for over 10 years. Labels for its worldwide facilities were standardized and kitted, eliminating at least 2,000 SKUs. An automated process for producing nameplates improved accuracy and resulted in over 12 percent cost savings. By printing owner’s manuals, diagrams, charts and dynamic labels on demand, it substantially reduced annual printing, inventory and obsolescence costs. Moreover, automated ordering and billing have improved supply chain efficiencies.

For more information call 1-800-806-4408 or visit www.standardregister.com
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